Industrial Products

WM3000
Performance Specifications

WM3000

Overall Dimensions
Length – without control station
Length – bed & control station with 25 cm in between
Width
Height (ground to mast)
Height (max head position)
Bed height (ground to bed)

7.3 m
8.8 m
2.9 m
2.6 m
2.7 m
79 cm

Weight
Bed & head assembly
Control station (with cab & air)
Control station (without cab)
Complete mill (head, bed, control station, cab w/air)

2395 kg
962 g
472 kg
3357 kg

Electrical Requirements
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Main Electric motor

22 kW

Power Requirements
3 x 400 V
100 A
50 Hz

3 x 400 V
100 A
50 Hz

Material Dimensions
Length
Length with board removal
Diameter
Maximum clamp width
Minimum clamp width
Maximum throat width (guide to guide)
Maximum cant width
Maximum cutting depth (61 cm wide cant)
Maximum cutting depth (56 cm wide cant)

6.5 m
6.3 m
91 cm
66 cm
5 cm
71 cm
64 cm
13 cm
33 cm

WM3000

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

WM3000
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Wood-Mizer’s WM3000 is the key to power and productivity.
The WM3000 has the ability to produce 8000 m3 of dimensional
lumber per year, on a single shift (between 3-5 m3/hour)*. With its
thin-kerf, narrow-band blades, it produces significantly more sawn
timber from every log, than with alternative technologies. The 22 kW
electric motor can process the biggest logs — at just a fraction of the
power needed to operate larger mills. That means significant savings
in energy and maintenance costs.

The WM3000 is also one of the safest mills on the market. Unlike
circle mills, the blade is extensively guarded, and the operator
and off-bearers are working away from the cutting head.
WM3000 Features
The WM3000 is designed to work at the core of any system,
new or existing. Wood-Mizer's unique engineering and design
components blend to make a high-productivity, high-yield mill.
* depending on log size and dimensions

The WM3000 is the most powerful and productive
Wood-Mizer ever. Designed for commercial
applications. It is equipped with the largest cutting
head and fastest hydraulic handling package in the
Wood-Mizer sawmill line. When designing the
WM3000, we set out to create a better alternative
to older circle mills and wide bandmills that's more
efficient in production and in yield. Wood-Mizer's
engineers produced a bandmill that met these
goals, but at only a fraction of the cost of other
mills! High yield and high-quality lumber is what
will drive your profits.
The WM3000 is the fastest, largest, and most
productive mill in Wood-Mizer's long history.
It can increase profits by decreasing log and
labor requirements.
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Head equipment

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

The WM3000 can be used as a true headrig, breaking down logs up
to 91 cm in diameter for further processing, or it can be used as
a stand-alone mill, cutting boards to be edged and finished lumber.
It’s a great mill for sawing grade or dimensional lumber.
Cuts from the WM3000 are straight and the surface is smooth
– exactly what you need to bring the highest value from your timber.
Many mills have installed WM3000s to cut only their highest grade logs.
Its accuracy allows for reduced target sizes, increasing yields even
more than those already expected from the thin-kerf band.

The cutting head
moves up and down
on 76 mm diameter
industrial roller
bearings for
high speed sets.

A blow-off system
is used to clean residual
sawdust from the top of
the cut piece, giving
the operator a clear view
of the open face and
allowing for the best
grade decisions.

Pneumatic air strain
tension system used
for blade tensioning
provides a built-in
shock absorber.

Standard equipment
includes a laser sight
that is essential for
fast and accurate
opening cuts.
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Bed equipment
The headrig is controlled from a separate operator's station by joysticks
and a sophisticated, yet easy-to-use setworks. From here, the operator
controls all log-handling functions, determines board thickness,
and controls movement of the cutting head. An air jet sweeps sawdust
from the freshly cut surface, providing an unobstructed view of the cutting.
The WM3000 also has a unique feature — a cruise control system
that automatically regulates feed speed to the highest possible rates,
resulting in maximum production. The optional WM3000 material handling
system (log decks, inclined conveyor, and transfer table) make this mill
easy to integrate into any installation, new or exising.

Manufactured from chrome
bar stock to reduce
staining, the heavy-duty
log dog serves as both
a log/cant clamp
and a cant turner.

Heavy chrome
barstock back stands
provide a surface to dog
the log against,
and are used to cut
the log perfectly square.

Taper can be set at
either end of the log with
hydraulic rollers, which can
also be used to assist in
transferring heavy material
off the bed.

A heavy-duty,
high-speed, bidirectional
chain log turner is
standard on the WM3000.
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WM3000 Setworks

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

One of the biggest values in the WM3000 are the setworks that come
standard with every mill. The computerized controls of the WM3000
equal or exceed the functions of those in larger mills whose setworks
alone cost more than the entire WM3000! These full functioned
controls give many options to the operator to open and break down
a log. They allow cutting from the “top down” or from the “bottom up”.
They allow straight grade cutting, patterns, or multi-sized cants
or ties. The WM3000 setworks help the operator cut in a way that
will produce the most lumber from the log and when coupled with
the thin-kerf blade, yields can equal or exceed those from scanning
optimization systems costing hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The same processor that controls the setworks also manages
an automatic feed speed control. This “cruise control” monitors
the horsepower usage of the blade and optimizes feed speeds
in the cut, slowing in wide or knotty cuts while speeding up
in clear or narrow lumber. By making this automatic and relieving
the operator of this responsibility, the WM3000 is more efficient
and productive.

Reference buttons let the operator
automatically return the blade to
the proper cut depth even after
turning the log to a new side
and different dimension.

Easy to read digital readout
allows the operator to monitor
whatever function required.

Multilevel programming allows
12 cant sizes for cutting a wide
selection of beams or tie sizes.

6 programmable board
thickness settings provide
the flexibility to conform
to almost any cut list.

Blade Guides
The blade is the heart of any cutting tool and Wood-Mizer has spent
many years of research and dollars to constantly improve our blade
guide systems. The WM3000 blade guides are the culmination of our
efforts and the top of the line in guide systems. These guides
incorporate integrated blade lubrication ports, flanged, heat-treated
rollers with high speed bearings, and double block guides.
The flanged roller eliminates the need of a backer bearing,
reducing maintenance time and replacement parts costs.
The combination pressure/roller/block system
on the WM3000 gives the best advantages of many
blade guide styles. The blocks, which are made
from a proprietary steel alloy, are the best performing,
longest lasting guides we’ve ever tested.
These features all add up to high performance
and low maintenance, resulting in even more efficiency
from the WM3000.
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Debarker
Extend blade life with a debarker
unit which cleans the log before
each cut, preventing blades
from running into anything
that can damage them.

Log loading arms
Log loading arms can be added to the WM3000 to lift logs
from the floor or from a dead log deck, or onto the machine
with a live deck but no tipple.

WM3000 Operator Station
Production depends on the operator, and the controls for the WM3000 were designed with the operator in mind.
The operators stand is intended to be positioned at the end of the mill with the head sawing towards the operator.
The operator seat is located so that the angle of view provides a clear, unobstructed sight line. As the head pulls
the cut piece off the mill and the air jets clean off any debris, the sawyer can plainly see the cut surface to make
good grade sawing decisions. The sawyer sits in a comfortable rotating chair. Ergonomic joysticks designed
to reduce repetitive motion injuries are mounted at the end of each arm rest. Most of the functions of the machine
are controlled through these two joysticks, making operations fast, easy, and efficient. The logical, functional layout
decreases the time and cost of operator training. For sound isolation, safety, or protection from the elements,
an optional cab with climate control is available.
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Material Handling System
for WM3000
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

Log Deck
The AWMV log deck can be integrated with an WM3000 and controlled from the operators stand with a touch of a button.
The AWMV log deck can be used to feed an WM3000 headrig or any other application requiring logs to be staged and loaded.
Available in two standard lengths, the two-strand log deck is controlled from the operator’s station. The heavy duty chains
are driven by a 4.5 kW electric motor, and the unit is equipped with a stop and loader to ensure that a single log at a time is loaded
onto the mill. The entry angle is steep enough to load low-grade, knotty logs, but shallow enough to smoothly load any log.

The hydraulic
stop and loader is
powerful and fast

Incline Conveyor
The inclined conveyor is designed to work in combination with the integral board removal system on the WM3000 headrig,
but can be adapted to any situation needing a flat belt conveyor. The conveyor is designed to mate with the WM3000 in dimension
and the belt speed matches the return speed of the WM3000. As the cut piece is pulled off the mill, the conveyor receives it and transfers
it up and away up a slight incline. By elevating the board, it can then move onto an AWMV Transfer Deck, or an AWMV Three-Way 		
Conveyor for further handling.
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The Incline Conveyor works in
conjunction with the Transfer Deck
or the Three Way Conveyor

Transfer Deck
This unique piece is a brilliantly simple way to transfer material quickly and efficiently. After the material moves onto the rollers from
the Incline Conveyor, a sensor activates an air bag which is connected to a set of inclined cross transfer rollers. The cut piece the rolls down the
incline to a stop location, or onto another conveyor. Alternatively, the sawyer or other operator can activate pneumatic kickers to push the piece off
the opposite side. There are no chains, gears, or motors, which makes operation simple and maintenance practically unnecessary. The transfer
table can be set up for either right or left hand operation.

Pneumatic kickers can
push slabs, cants
or boards off the side
of the roller deck
for further handling.
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HR1000
Performance Specifications
Overall Dimensions
Length
(HR1000-1 and HR1000-2)
(HR1000-3 and HR1000-4)
(HR1000-5 and HR1000-6)
Width
Height (doors open)
Bed Height (ground to bed)
Length with Merry-Go-Round
(HR1000-1 and HR1000-2)
(HR1000-3 and HR1000-4)
(HR1000-5 and HR1000-6)
Width with Merry-Go-Round
Weight
HR1000-1
HR1000-2
HR1000-3
HR1000-4
HR1000-5
HR1000-6
Electrical Requirements
Main Motors, Electric
Power Feed Motor
Air Service Requirements

Cutting Capacity
Maximum Width
Maximum Cut
Minimum Cut
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HR1000

7.2 m
5.1 m
7.1 m
2.8 m
2.9 m
91 cm
9.6 m
11 m
12.5 m
3.1 m

1374 kg
1760 kg
2245 kg
2631 kg
3116 kg
3502 kg

11 kW standard
15 kW optional
3 kW

5.5 – 8.5 bar

30.5 cm
30.5 cm
4 mm

HR1000

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

HR1000
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Wood-Mizer has created one of the fastest and most economical
ways to add value to wood through resawing.
The HR1000 horizontal band resaw uses a durable and dependable,
steel flat-bed conveyor to feed material into the saws.
The steel conveyor has a much longer life than rubber belt conveyors
and helps produce more accurate lumber. If you need to resaw cants,
slabs, or even long building material, the Wood-Mizer HR1000 is your
best choice.

The HR1000 can saw butt-to-butt at up to 30 m/min and is ideal for
sawing cants into any dimension and manufacturing pallet boards,
fencing, and even flooring blanks. The HR1000 can cut your sawing
time in half by cutting up to six boards in one pass.
It can quickly cut most species of wood, even frozen or kilndried.
An optional merry-go-round automatically feeds uncut cant portions
back through the HR1000.
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The HR1000 is designed to be easy to operate and maintain.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

There are hundreds of HR1000 in operation around the world. Satisfied owners continually vouch for its quality!

Standard 11 kW motors have
the power to cut any species.

Hydraulicpowered top
feed rollers
for consistent
material feed.

Secondary control panel
on off-bearing end
includes E-stop
and feed lockout.

Integral blade lube system
results in reduced sap
build-up, longer blade life,
and more accurate cutting.

The head height adjustment
is convenient and fast with
the removable handles.
A highly visible, easy-to-read scale aids
in precise blade height adjustment.

Thin-kerf produces up to 60% less sawdust and 32% more board feet per cant
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Head equipment
Safety is standard
Proven heavy duty cantilever cutting heads (over 40,000 world wide)
offer easy access for maintenance and blade changes, and have
a height adjustment of 23 cm. 86 cm band saw wheels are mounted
on heavy duty hubs and dramatically increase blade life. Floating
rubber tires on the wheels eliminate steel wheel resurfacing forever.

Electrically interlocked
perimeter fence and
other safety features
surpass industry
standards.

Electric engine
Standard 11 kW motors
have the power for
most applications.
For constant cutting
of wide cants of hard
timber the 15 kW option
is recommended.

Infeed power rollers

Top hydraulically
powered rollers ensure
smooth feed at up to
30 m/min. First roller
is automatically raised
by air pressure to facilitate
cant feed.

Blade Breakage
Sensor
Automatic blade
breakage sensor shuts
machine off if any blade
breaks – protects
equipment and operators.
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Merry-Go-Round
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

for HR1000

The optional Merry-Go-Round really allows you to benefit from the high production
levels that are achievable with the HR1000s.
The infeed and outfeed operators are able to keep the MultiHead sawing butt to butt
for the full shift with minimum effort. The Merry-Go-Round system was designed
with shorter length pallet wood in mind, but has also been used with longer cants
for resawing building timbers and long boards.
Merry-Go-Round automatically feeds uncut
cant portions through the HR1000.
Reduces labor costs by eliminating up
to two men. Makes true one-man operation
possible. Individually matched to each
HR1000 unit.

Optional “Merry-Go-Round”
automatically feeds uncut cant portions
through the HR1000, reduces labor
costs by eliminating up to two men, and
makes true one-man operation possible.
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AWMV manufactures HR1000 resaws from one to six cutting heads on three frame sizes.
A one-head and two-head share the same frame, a three-head and four-head
share the same frame, and a 5-head and a six-head share
the same frame. So your resaw can grow as your business does.
If you purchase a resaw with an odd number of heads, you can add
another single head at any time to increase output.
Configurations for more than six heads require that the machines
can be linked for tandem operation.

2 Head HR1000 shown with Merry-Go-Round
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EDGER
Performance Specifications
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Edger EG400

Edger EG300

Minimum Board Length

1100 mm

700 mm

Maximum Board Thickness

100 mm

60 mm

Maximum Edging Width

900 mm

550 mm

Maximum Board Width

700 mm

350 mm

Minimum Cutting Width for the board
– MultiRip (up to 5 blades)
– Edger

76 mm

20 mm
60 mm

Power Options

22 kW Electric

15 kW Electric
18.5 kW Electric

Feed Speed

0-33 m/min

3 way adjustment 14/17/18 m/min

Blade Size

410/88/14

350/76/18

Standard Features

• 2 circular blades
• Lasers
• Adjustable speed

• 2 circular blades
• SW Setworks
• In-feed and out-feed tables
• Adjustable speed
• Powered alignment of
the edging width
• Adjustable side fence

Typical Options

• SW Setworks
• SW Board Trailer

• MultiRip (up to 5 blades)
• Lasers

EDGER

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

EDGER
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EG400

Once you cut wood on your Wood-Mizer sawmill, the natural next step is to put
those freshly-cut boards into an edger. Edging increases the value of your wood,
and leaves your mill free to continue cutting. The addition of an edger can
increase your mill's productivity by 30 percent! Most woodworking businesses
have invested in an edger, and quickly witnessed a large return on that investment.
Our twin blade edger takes un-edged boards and edges them to standard widths.
The Wood-Mizer edger can keep pace with today's high-production sawmills.
Wood-Mizer's new, heavy-duty EG400 edger meets the toughest demands –
speed, accuracy and flexibility on large boards.
The Wood-Mizer EG400 is ready to take on your toughest applications.

Industrial Edger Advantages
• The EG400 handles boards up to 		
100 mm thick and 900 mm wide. 		
The 22 kW, three-phase electric motor 		
powers the two blades through your 		
toughest material.

22 kW Main Motor
The easily accessible main
motor provides ample power
for even the most demanding
situations.

• The EG400 automatically adjusts feed 		
speeds depending on board thickness.

Laser Alignment

• The operator's console is positioned
for optimum performance.

The twin lasers show
the cut line of each blade
enabling you to maximize
recovery.

• The operator's station controls all edger
functions, making adjustments quick, 		
easy, and convenient.
• Both 400 mm insert blades move
outward from the center, allowing
the use of an optional tailer.
• Standard lasers help you to ensure
accuracy, increasing yield and grade.

Optional Setworks
The optional setworks
package allows you to quickly
and accurately select
the correct width for each
board.

• CE Certified. Operator safety
is always foremost in Wood-Mizer's 		
designs.

Available with optional
heavy-duty board tailer
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EG300

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

EDGER

Edger EG300 –
available in orange
(on request).
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15 kW Electric engine

Top rollers

(18.5 kW optional)

Facilitates the return
of boards that require
a second pass.

Powered alignment of
the edging width

SW Setworks
Increases productivity
and accuracy using rugged
electronics to quickly position
the adjustable blade to preset
sizes.

The Edger EG300 is an ideal companion to all Wood-Mizer sawmills,
Small Log Processing lines and other industrial (AWMV) products. It has been
designed to edge or multirip boards from the primary break-down process in one
pass, thus greatly increasing productivity and maximizing recovery from the log.
Known as the E20 (or in a more powerful version, the E25), it consists of three
components - the main body, an in-feed table and an out-feed table. The power
feed can be smoothly adjusted from 0-25 m/min from operator’s control panel.
As standard, it has two circular blades, one of which is fixed and the other adjustable.
The position of the adjustable blade is adjusted electrically, setworks
and optional positioning lasers further improve productivity and accuracy.
The Edger can be transformed into a MultiRip with a maximum of five blades,
one of which is still adjustable. The movable control panel can be located in
a comfortable position dependent on each application. The in-feed and out-feed
tables are identical and the in-feed/out-feed can also be extended by adding
additional identical tables for longer length material.
By making the tables separate from the main cutting body, transportation costs are
minimized and positioning and handling the Edger are made much easier.

Adjustable fence

Circular blades

5 blade – MultiRip

Optional lasers

The adjustable side fence
allows you to quickly position
boards that already have one
clean edge for dimensioning.

Two circular blades.
One fixed and the other
electrically adjustable.

Multiple saws can be mounted
on the shaft for MultiRip
operation.

(red or green) allow ideal
positioning of the cut material,
thus increasing recovery
and efficiency.
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BLADE PARAMETERSmills
HOW TO READ THE BLADE PART NUMBER

B

How sold:
B = BOX OF BLADES

S

How read:
S = STELLITE BLADES

2

Thickness:
1 = 1.00 mm
2 = 1.07 mm
3 = 1.14 mm
4 = 1.40 mm
5 = 1.27 mm

7

Tooth spacing:
5 = 12,7 mm
7 = 7/8” = 22.2 mm

5

Width:
20 = 20 mm
5 = 32 mm
35 = 35 mm
6 = 38 mm
7 = 45 mm
8 = 50 mm
75 = 75 mm

IH741030
-401
-F10
26

Details:
IH = INDUCTION HARDENED TEETH (DoubleHard)
74 = TYPE OF MATERIAL (Silver Tip)
432 = BLADE PROFILE 4°/32°
929 = BLADE PROFILE 9°/29°
1030 = BLADE PROFILE 10°/30°
1329 = BLADE PROFILE 13°/29°
734 = BLADE PROFILE 7°/34°
Length:
LENGTH IN CENTIMETERS
Type of box and quality of blades:
(not used for S = single blade)
F = FLAT BOX
S = SQUARE BOX
8 = 8 PCS PER BOX
10 = 10 PCS PER BOX
15 = 15 PCS PER BOX
20 = 20 PCS PER BOX
30 = 30 PCS PER BOX

BLADE PARAMETERS

– Hook Angle
– Back Angle

h

– Tooth Height (Depth of Gullet)

t

– Tooth spacing

s

– Thickness of blade

TOOTH PROFILES
We are offering five tooth profiles:
• 4/32

this profile is for very hard or frozen wood

• 9/29

this profile is for hard or frozen wood

• 10/30 the most popular profile for cutting
		
softwoods or easy-to-saw hardwoods
• 13/29 this profile is recommended for softwoods
• 7/34
		

this profile is recommended for hardwood;
works best with engines over 15 kW

blades
& ACCESORIES

Blades
BLADES & ACCESORIES

A History of Quality

Soon after Wood-Mizer had pioneered the portable sawmill business, it became evident that improvements were needed in the quality and
performance of blades. After having limited success with other manufacturers, we decided to make our own.
Today, Wood-Mizer is still the only sawmill manufacturer that produces its own blades. We have an entire team of blade researchers who rigorously
test the steel used in our blades. We use the best equipment available to manufacture the blades, including our very own CBN grinder, and
sophisticated computerized setter. Our technology brings greater accuracy and longer life to every blade that leaves Wood-Mizer.
We offer blades in a wide variety of lengths and profiles, but we’ll customize blades for customers who want something not found on our list.
Wood-Mizer blades come in three distinct brands: RazorTip, DoubleHard and SilverTip.
All Wood-Mizer blades are produced internally and are subject to rigorous Quality Control processes. Each tooth is individually measured and set
by computer-controlled equipment during the manufacturing process. We supply a wide range of lengths and profiles suited to the most common
applications and to more specialised cutting needs. Custom lengths are also available upon request.
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STELLITE® BANDSAW BLADES
One word that sums up the new Wood-Mizer RazorTip blade is TOUGH. When you need a blade
with excellent wear power and multiple resharpenings, this blade sets the standard. When other
blades dull with only a few cuts, the RazorTip tipped blade is just getting started. When you need
a blade for tough, abrasive woods, Wood-Mizer's new blade meets the challenge.
TOUGH
– Stays sharp when cutting abrasive, kiln-dried, tropical, specialty,
		 and other tough wood and beams
HIGH TECH
– Stellite® tipped technology that keeps an edge long after other blades dull
QUALITY
– Each tooth is set and profile ground to exact specifications that
		 ensure long life and quality cut
RESHARPEN
– Easy to resharpen with conventional sharpening equipment
		 or Wood-Mizer's Resharp service.

Raw material
BS275
BS376
BS376

Raw material

INDUSTRIAL BANDSAW BLADES

There's a reason these are called „DoubleHard” blades.
DoubleHard blades have up to twice the sharp life of most standard blades.
Wood-Mizer DoubleHard blades are tough, non-brittle, and won't chip or wear down prematurely.
DoubleHard blades offer unmatched cutting flexibility, whether you want to cut frozen or
kiln-dried timber, softwoods, hardwoods or knotty woods. DoubleHard Blades have "IH"
in the part number.

BANDSAW BLADES
In recent years Wood-Mizer has applied their world famous narrow band technology to the
secondary processing market. Our Industrial Horizontal resaws are operating in many
countries throughout the world and the addition of the new Professional Single Head Resaw
range consolidates our presence in this market place. Resawing applications have
different blade requirements than the primary break-down of logs. The cut width is typically
much smaller, the timber is clean, and ideally the saw should be in the timber the whole shift.
The Wood-Mizer SilverTip bandsaw blade has been designed specifically for this task.
We use a standard, very flexible base material to give maximum possible flex-life, and then
we apply our unique induction hardening process (as used in our Industrial DoubleHard range)
to each tooth. This gives exceptional sharp life to our SilverTip blades. In this way we have
combined excellent sharp life with maximum total flex-life for the secondary processing
environment. SilverTip Blades have "IH74" in the part number.

Profile
10/30
7/34
10/30

Profile

Thickness / Width
(mm)
1.07 x 32
1.14 x 38
1.14 x 38

Thickness / Width
(mm)
1.07 x 32

B275IH

10/30

B2735IH
B278IH
B375IH
B375IH
B376IH
B376IH
B376IH
B376IH
B475IH
B476IH
B476IH
B476IH
B476IH
B576IH
B576IH

10/30
10/30
10/30
9/29
13/29
10/30
4/32
7/34
10/30
13/29
10/30
4/32
7/34
13/29
10/30

1.07 x 35
1.07 x 50
1.14 x 32
1.14 x 32
1.14 x 38
1.14 x 38
1.14 x 38
1.14 x 38
1.40 x 32
1.40 x 38
1.40 x 38
1.40 x 38
1.40 x 38
1.27 x 38

Profile

Thickness / Width
(mm)
1.00 x 20
1.00 x 35
1.07 x 32
1.07 x 35
1.07 x 50
1.07 x 75
1.07 x 75
1.14 x 38
1.14 x 38
1.40 x 45
1.40 x 45

Raw material
B1520IH74
B1735IH74
B275IH74
B2735IH74
B278IH74
B2775IH74
B2775IH74
B376IH74
B376IH74
B477IH74
B477IH74

10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
13/29
10/30
4/32
13/29
10/30

1.27 x 38
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Basic Blade Maintenance
BLADES & ACCESORIES

Customer Blade Maintenance Package
For customers unable to benefit from a Re-Sharp Service, we have designed a Blade Maintenance Package that will allow you to recondition
your own blades. Ours is not the cheapest solution available – but rest assured, it is made to our exacting standards, fully documented and certified
for use in your country. When used properly, our blade maintenance system will give you “near” factory results. Our sharpening and setting
equipment has been carefully designed to be the best balance between low cost, excellent results and long life under difficult working conditions.
Cleaning your blades
Cleaning blades is the first and most important step to sharpening and setting your blades. It is very important to remove any residue from
cutting and inspect each blade for possible damage that can lead to premature blade breakage. Don't forget this important step when you
recondition your blades!

Sharpener
Wood-Mizer sharpeners feature a 0.18 kW single phase
AC motor with a nominal speed of 2800 rpm.
It is an ideal solution for sharpeners where
the presence of abrasive materials such
as oil and metal filings would quickly ruin
other motors. The Wood-Mizer design also facilitates
the easy insertion and removal of the blade. When
installing the blade, the head lifts up and out of the way
so the blade can be inserted into the clamp. The electric
control box is mounted in such a position to allow
easy access to the controls. Incorporated into the hinged
lid is a venting pipe that can be connected to an exhaust
system to remove any fumes generated during
the sharpening process. This is especially important
in saw shops where multiple units are being used.

CBN wheels
Wood-Mizer supplies specially designed borazon grinding wheels (5”, 127 mm for the basic sharpener)
in four profiles which exactly match our factory set profiles.
• 10/30
• 9/29
• 13/29
• 4/32
• 7/34
		

our most popular and versatile tooth profile
ideal in frozen or especially hard timbers
ideal for fresh softwoods such as Pine or Spruce
this profile is for very hard or frozen wood
this profile is recommended for hardwood;
works best with engines over 15 kW

Setter
Of equal importance is the process of setting teeth.
Our screw based setting system is very accurate, easier
to use than the old “over-center” lever system and is less
tiring for the operator allowing for faster, precise setting
of your blades. Our setter comes complete with a floor
stand and arms for holding the blade while setting.
The angle of the setter on the stand can be adjusted
so that it is easy to read the set gage. Accurate and
repeatable setting from tooth to tooth ensures accurate,
straight cutting.
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Advanced Packages
Industrial sharpener
The industrial sharpener, from its very beginning,
has been designed to suit the requirements
of bigger sawmills. It is also equipped
with a system for the easy installation
and removal of the blade. As a standard
feature, the new sharpener has
an electronic tooth counter which
can be pre-set and will then
automatically turn off the sharpening
process after the full cycle.
Our industrial sharpener is powered by 0.75 kW
(2820 rpm main motor) which runs an 8” (203 mm)
CBN wheel with 4280 rpm.
All the functions of the Sharpener are controlled from
the operator panel and we have added an inspection
window and LED lighting to complete the picture.
Wood-Mizer’s tests indicate that the new motor and larger
diameter CBN wheel and precise feeding system doubles
the speed of sharpening in comparison to its smaller brother.

CBN wheels (8") 203 mm
CBN wheels 8”, 203 mm for the Industrial sharpener.
Available - all profiles:
• 10/30
• 9/29
• 13/29
• 4/32
• 7/34
		

our most popular and versatile tooth profile
ideal in frozen or especially hard timbers
ideal for fresh softwoods such as Pine or Spruce
this profile is for very hard or frozen wood
this profile is recommended for hardwood;
works best with engines over 15 kW

Automatic setter
An industrial, computerized pneumatic setter gives
very high accuracy of the tooth-set and ensures
a high level of repeatability. The computer “learns”
from the first few teeth exactly how much pressure
should be applied to ensure accurate setting.
It also incorporates an electronic control panel giving
access to all the setting parameters required and also
diagnostics should there be a failure.
The Industrial equipment (sharpener and setter) is designed
for enterprises where three, five or more narrow band sawmills
operate as well as for Re-Sharp Service centres whose business
is based on blade maintenance.
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